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STELLAR JOCKEYS MAY NEWSLETTER
Welcome to the Stellar Jockeys newsletter for May 2022. This past month

there have been a few dev streams that you might not have known about.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

Spinning Back Up Devstreams

Our designer Hugh recently streamed over on his Twitch channel. At the

start of his most recent VOD, which we've uploaded to YouTube above

with time stamps, you can hear the opening prologue of Brad

Buckmaster's upcoming tie-in audiobook for Brigador Killers. Hugh then

goes on to talk about his own background that informs the lore of the

Brigador universe. Over the course of the four hour stream, Hugh also

shows o� a shooting range from one of the BK test builds, and even

teases a couple of music tracks from Makeup And Vanity Set's BK album

that you won't have heard before. Hugh doesn't have a strict schedule but

does intend to do more streams as development progresses, so if you are

actively on Twitch, click the button below and press all the usual buttons

to be noti�ed.

Follow Hugh's Twitch Channel

http://localhost:3000/decode_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f783875396a3677347438
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u45up4NZ0DY
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/1308120788?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=heres_an_extract_from_the_bk_audiobook&utm_term=2022-05-31
https://www.twitch.tv/stellarjockeys?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=heres_an_extract_from_the_bk_audiobook&utm_term=2022-05-31


Meanwhile since the end of March our artist Jack has been running several

devstreams on Twitch covering the art process of some of the units

you've seen images of in recent newsletters. Currently there's no �xed

schedule, though they typically happen around 13:30 Central Time (19:30

UK Time) on weekdays. Recently, he's been building out vehicles for the

Faber faction, which is a security group active on Mar Nosso. Below on the

left is the Faber vehicles in their currently untextured 3D state, while on

the right is what they look like after being exported as a sprite.

Follow Jack's Twitch Channel

If you lurk on our Discord server, we added a special Dev Stream role that

you can add to your server pro�le by entering the command

~joindevstream as its own line in chat. The bot will add this role to your

pro�le and you will get a ping whenever new streams are going live. VODs

of previous streams will typically remain up for about 30 days.

Community Spotlight

Speaking of Discord community events, every Friday and Saturday our

server runs movie and game nights. Moderator SCOREGOBLIN can

frequently be found posting details on the next event in our

#community-announcements channel and the current month's

schedule is always pinned. Anyway, onto this month's submissions. First

up it's Flyingdebris with a dedication to Faber - one of the factions you'll

be up against in Brigador Killers...

https://www.twitch.tv/gausswerks?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=heres_an_extract_from_the_bk_audiobook&utm_term=2022-05-31
https://discord.gg/QyCPHwm4T9?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=heres_an_extract_from_the_bk_audiobook&utm_term=2022-05-31


...Juntti brought an Osberger-themed homage to Battletech artist John

Gammon...

...and Mintea made some delightful pixel art versions of Brigador's faction

logos.

As usual, this is only a handful of what can be seen in #becks-best . Join

our Discord server and you can browse a selection of many other

community contributions from the past month.



Join Our Discord Server

Next Month

Our current milestone is wrapping up and for our next one we'll be

cleaning up some tech debt. However, we also expect to have some

feedback about our progress on Brigador Killers.
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